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1
INTRODUCTION

A

Brief Historical Description of Fomes Pint.

Douglas-fir, (Pseudotsuga taxifolia), is the most
important timber tree in the Pacific Northwest.

Thus,

any agent that destroys large quantities of this valu
able timber is of great importance.

Fomes pini, a fun

gus infection, is the greatest single agent responsible
for losses in the immense stands of Douglas-fir in the
Pacific Northwest, (l)

It is beeause of the importance of Douglas-fir
and its great enemy, Pomes pini, that this subject
was

chosen.

Pomes pini is most commonly known as "Conk" rot
but has also been known as red ring rot, ring scale
rot, honey-comb tot, and pecky wood rot.

The name

"Gonk" rot has arisen because of the "conk" or sporophore that appears on the tree indicating the presence
of the decay within.

The conk is in reality the sporo-

phore of the fungus and its presence indicates not only
an extensivd area of decay within, but is also the
source

of future

infestation of the disease in sound

trees which grow adjacent to the infected one.
Type of Damage and Extent of Damage.

It is not known exactly how much time elapses from
the date of infection to the time the firefe

decayed wood are present.

evidences

From cultural studies (5)

and other studies (2), however, it has been found that

of

2

the spore, under favorable conditions, will germinate in

a matter of days.

^nder unfavorable conditions the

spores will lie dormant €tir a number of years.

The first stage of "Conk" rot is known as incip
ient decay and appears as a pronounced reddish-purple
or olive-purple color against the red or yellow heart-

wood.

The wood in this stage is weakened very little

8nd is used in the lower grades of lumber.

In the

incipient stage, this decay is difficult to detect.

In the advanced stage of the rot, the wood has a color
which is the same'r or deeper than that of the incipient

stage but is more or less riddled with spindle-shaped,
slightly pointed white cavities or pockets running
parallel to the grain and separated by firm wood.

Point of Inception and Class of Trees (Age)
Infected.

While this rot is not limited to any definite

portion of the trunk, it is not often found in the

butt.

It is generally found in the heartwood of the

tree above breast high upwards to any portion of the tree

harboring enough heartwood to provide material on which
this fungus may work.

The extent of damage done by Pomes pini over other

types of rot is easily illustrated by a few figures

compiled by Boyce. (1,2)

He states that only about

1/3 more trees are infected with "Conk" rot than with
Red-brown butt rot yet the board foot volume is about

18 times as great.

This might be further illustrated

by the fallowing comparative figures of infected trees;
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Of trees infected with "Conk" rot 38.4$ of total
volume was decayed, while of the trees infected with

trunk rot only 2.7$ of the volume was decayed.

Butt

rot showed only 2.1$ and top rot 1.6$ decay. Hence,
the comparative importance of "Conk" rot over other
forms of rot is clearly illustrated.

Importance of Knots In Rot Control and as a Point
of Inception.

In the past it has been the opinion that of all

points of entry for fungus decay, knots was the one to
which no method of control could be applied.

It is

the purpose of this paper to show that the control of
this point of inception is possible.

The importance of this point of entry to rot is

great, in fact, it is the largest point of entry for
both"0onk" rot and trunk rot. U)

Ninety-eight per

cent of infections of "Conk" rot were through knots or

dead limbs.

Thus, in controlling this one point of

entry, a large degree of control might be exercised
over this serious enemy of Douglas-fir, Pomes pini.
Methods. TimeT and Reasons for the Pruning of
Dead Limbs._

Since 98$ of the infections occur because of dead
limbs or knots, and because of the relative freedom of

young, fast growing trees from this decay, it would seem
only logical that the pruning of these young trees,

free of dead branches, would eliminate, to large extent,

the susceptibility of Douglas-fir to this decay. (3)
Through the study of two pruning plots it has
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been illustrated that these young trees heal quickly,
in some cases as early as seven years,and,if not compl

etely healed, a covering of waterproof resin protected
the wound,

Thus, a method that removes a dead limb

close to the trunk at such a time in the tree's life

as to insure rapid healing will, in a large degree,

lessen that tree's possibility of infection.
THE EXPERIMENT

Two plots were studied and are at this time still
under observation.
pleted.

Compilation of data is not yet com

Sufficient data have been accumulated to tent

atively reach a conclusion, however.
The Wren Plot.

This plot (see attached lay-out plan), located
on the McDonald Forest, consists of 70 young, vigorous
trees.

Each tree

is

numbered and recorded.

At

the

end

of the sixth year the pruning scars (dead limbs only)

were approximately 3/4 healed and no evidence of rot
was foudd in any of the pruned trees.

There were, in

this area, sufficient infected trees to infect the study

area and much motfe.

Referring to the lay-out plan will

show that in the area just north of the study plot,

infection was in evidence among unpruned trees.

Two

of these trees were of the same age classes the study

plot which was two-aged, 45 and 65 years old.
The Borgreave Plot.

One acre was marked in an unevenaged stand (25 to
250 years), and the area cleared of «11 defective trees.
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This was done in 1933.

All trees on this plot were

free from decay except for one 33 inch, 160 year Douglasfir in wwhlch decay had set in above the pruned part of
the trunk.

All trees in this plot were pruned to a

height of 18 feet, (one log) Adjacent to this plot, as
in the Wren plot, there was an adequate source of Pomes

pini spores as shown in the accompanying lay-out plans.

It might be added,that the scars on the Borgreave plot
were, on the most part, completely healed and chances
of infection in the first 13 feet of the trees is im
possible.

PINAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, it is the opinion of the authors, that

pruning definitely reduces the susceptibility of Douglasfir to decay for the following reasons;
1.

Pomes pini enters Douglas-fir 98$ of the time

by means of knots or dead limbs.

2. Yound, fast-growing Dcuglas-fir is almost free
from any signs of Pomes pini ^infection.
3.

Removal of all dead branches or branch stubs

while the tree is young facilitates early healing
of the tree as it is scarred.

4.

The healing of the scar means the removal of

this point of entry, and the removal of the court

of entry means the effective control of this type
of deacy.
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